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Larforma celebrates it’s 35 years of pure craftsmanship, a true heritage with appealing design 
and exquisite materials.

With London Design Festival happening in September, Larforma gladly invites you to make 
part of the event by visiting our stand at 100% Design, Olympia.

We will be featuring three new pieces, ALBERT love sofa, MATILDE Chair and BONNIE 
console. Heritage is a strong legacy to carry and we intend to honour it. From our history, 
we’ve redesigned a model from our early 2000’s, now a love seat, feautured in a creamy 
green velvet at 100% design. A two seater model which embrasses you to an state of passion 
and self-love. 
Combined with this love seat, comes a brand new dining chair, which takes you the era of 
“Art Noveau”, by natural forms and sculptured cruved lines.

For the 2nd time this year, Larforma will showcase a contemporary home décor fulfilled at 
London with mid-century modern furniture crafted by true heritage of craftmanship. 

From 23 – 26 September, gather with Larforma heritage at Stand L314.

The Pursue of Excelence.
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RANGE OF GOODS
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Stools and home benches are a strong decorative element 
which perfectly fit in harmony at any space.

From a Chesterfield style to a most modest form, they can be 
upholstered in our fabric or leather.

Alternatively, we can bespoke the stools to meet your specific 
requirements.

POUFS & FOOTSOOLS

Discover our extensive collection of luxury upholstered dining 
chairs.

From classic sensibility in form, finish and function. They solve 
the need for a comfortable chair in your dining-room and 
home office.

All presented models can be upholstered with fabric or leather 
and are available in diferent sizes.

CHAIRS
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Take a look at our exclusive collection of luxury chairs, de-
signed and handcrafted in our workshop.

From classic high-backed chairs to contemporary designer 
armchairs. Inspired by the 18th Century British Gentlemen 
Chair or vintage 1960’s all are manufactured with the ancient 
technics to achieve a commitment between comfort and de-
sign fulfilling a series of identifying situations in our homes.

As well, we can also create any bespoke armchairs in line with 
your requirements.

ARMCHAIRS

The chaise-longue is the epitome of style and luxury. Its sleek 
shape and rich design heritage makes it the ideal statement 
piece.

Love should always be cherished, handcrafted piece developed 
with a touch a French culture will make fall in love.  

Perfect for bedrooms, hallways and lounges, our chaise-longues 
and love seats are available in our fabrics and fine leathers 
combined with a series of exotic finishes.

CHAISE-LONGUES & LOVE SEATS
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The mother pearl of our company, our range of luxury sofas 
designed and handcrafted since 1980.

From a classic deep buttoned sofas to a contemporary  form, 
they can be upholstered in our fabric or leather and can be 
customised to meet your specific requirements.

Many manufacturers claim to use the hand-tied technique in 
generic terms, but a closer look reveals that attaining a proper 
spring loading for a specific design is both a science and art 
that few have mastered.

Alternatively, we can bespoke the sofas to meet your specific 
requirements.

SOFAS

This new range of products which just born among us, with the 
promises to develop and give more in a near future.

The leather work fills the bronze structure in an extraordinary 
test of craftsmanship. This expert work of blending the leather 
pieces to create single and beautiful sheets, this requires knowl-
edge and vision to create a seamless flow of hand-stitching 
present on the piece.

SCREENS
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Functional and elegant, our selection of cabinets and storage 
units allow for the convenient storage of your valuables and 
collectables, without compromising on style or quality.

From contemporary, decorative arts or vintage influence styles; 
our collection features from glamorous eras reappear in the 
most sophisticated versions. Something for everyone and can 
add the desired finishing touch or hint of grandeur to your 
interiors.

These pieces make fabulous centre display units as well as pro-
viding superb functionality for clearing cluttered spaces.

We can bespoke to meet your specific requirements.

CABINETS

A luxurious touch and exceptional texture.
A sense of natural warmth when fingers slide through the skin, 
a strong and intense aroma awakens the senses like no other. 

This is delicate and precise work that requires knowledge and 
vision to create our master pieces.

Experience this feeling daily with our collection; fashioned from 
the finest quality materials and designed to complement and 
enhance both classic and contemporary style motifs. 

LEATHER GOODS
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Our upholstered headboards are available in a range of fine 
fabrics and leathers.

The headboards are the centre display of a bedroom, ideal for 
enhancing the design motif of your bedroom and a subtle way 
to convey your personal style.

From a classic deep buttoned sofas to a contemporary form, 
they can be upholstered in our fabric or leather and can be 
customised to meet your specific requirements.

We can bespoke the to meet your specific requirements of 
the bedroom.

HEADBOARDS

Complementing a number of the sofas or chairs in our homes, 
these tables make fabulous centre or side pieces and can be 
used for both functional and display purposes.

Lacquered or with exotic leafs, this tables can be combined 
with brass finishes to enhance the luxury lifestyle.

Every table can be bespoke the to meet your specific require-
ments of the bedroom.

COFFEE & SIDE TABLES
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Refined, seductive and timeless. Beautiful wood is integral. 

Traditional craft skills and modern technology that’ helps to 
make our venners special. Each wood set is verifying for a con-
sistency of grain, colour and ageing. Book-matched to create 
the most perfect symmetrical mirror image of the grain as 
possible. This is delicate, precise work that requires knowledge 
and vision to create a seamless flow of highly-polished veneer.

We can bespoke the to meet your specific requirements of 
the bedroom.

TABLES

Embellish your interiors with these exquisite, limited edition 
hand-painted art pieces from our inspired founder.

Sure to add a touch of finesse and timeless sophistication to 
the well-planned interior, these works are bold, unique and 
certain to make great conversation pieces.

As well as their timeless beauty, many of these pieces are one-
of-a-kind and make a great investment.

ARTWORK
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PROJECTS
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- Hotel Vista Alegre | Aveiro, Portugal

- Hotel Vernet | Paris, France

- Hotel Royal Evian Resort | Évian-les-Bains, France

- Hotel Vidago Palace | Vidago, Portugal

- Hotel The Vine | A Member of the Design Hotels | Funchal, Porugal 

- Hotel Sheraton Lisbon | Lisbon, Portugal

EXHIBITIONS

London | United Kingdom | 100% Design - Olympia

London | United Kingdom | May Design Series 

New York | USA | ICFF, High End Furniture Fair

Milan | Italy | Zona Tortona 

Porto | Portgual | The Oporto Show

Luanda | Angola | Filda 
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